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What do we know about Multilingual/ESL writers at Middlebury? 

  
 

 Past educational experience for these students varies widely (e.g., private vs. public high schools; 
experience in United World Colleges, English or other language as medium of instruction)  
 

 Greatest challenges related to writing are: 
! Understanding  expectations for assignments 
! Engaging with course readings (and using source material in their writing)  
! Organization/structure of papers 
! Editing/proofreading (and becoming more independent in this area) 
! Confidence and asking for help 

Multilingual/ESL Support (exerpted from http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/resources/ctlr/esl) 

The Center is committed to supporting students who are non-native speakers of English.  Peer tutors are given training 
and resources for working with these students.  Shawna Shapiro, offers courses, 
workshops, and faculty development opportunities. 

Although Middlebury does not have an intensive English or ESL program, it does offer language support in a number of 
ways:  The Writing Program offers a First-Year Seminar and Writing Workshops every fall, plus an additional writing 
course each spring, all focused on the interests and needs of international students. In addition, the Center for Teaching, 
Learning, and Research (CTLR) offers optional workshops in reading, writing, and speaking, as well as individual 
sessions with peer tutors and writing faculty.  CTLR also collaborates with staff and faculty across the campus to support 
students within their programs of study. 

F requently Asked Questions (F A Qs) about supporting Multilingual/ESL writers 

1. How can I best support multilingual/ESL writers in the writing process?  

a. Be very explicit about expectations and resources 
b. Encourage multi-stage writing, giving them feedback along the way 
c. Help students prioritize most important aspects of each assignment  
d. Share your own struggles and strategies 
e. Support long-term growth, rather than simply short-  

(More details on each point are available online and on other pages of handout) 

2. I received an assigment that needs significant work on grammar/language use.  
How can I help? How can C T L R help as well? 

 

a. Talk with the student: What are the issues?  (Often, lack of clarity in writing results from many 
factors, including reading comprehension, thesis/organization, research/citation practices,  
rhetorical expectations [which differ in other languages], and time management.)  

b. Develop a plan of action that includes support from CTLR professional and peer tutors, and 
possibly revision strategies 
 

http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/resources/ctlr/esl
mailto:sshapiro@middlebury.edu
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3. Is there someone available to proofread student work? We don t do line editing for entire papers, but 
do offer feedback and support for improving organization and clarity, as well as noticing error patterns.  
 

What about assessment?   

vidual needs and experiences? 

1. Emphasize the purpose/goals for the assignment, and weight those most heavily in a grading rubric 

2. Focus on argument/structure/organization before grammar, particularly in earlier drafts. 

3. When giving feedback on grammar, try to be specific and selective.   Focus on clarity, rather than 
 

 
4. Consider offering additional (optional) opportunities for revision  for those who are struggling. 

5. Feel free to consult with Shawna or other CTLR faculty on assessment practices or other issues 
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Assignment: Contrast and evaluate Kapur and p,  
making reference to course readings  

Introduction:  

          Some believes that friendship is the most important factor in their lives and on top of that some value 

their friendship accordingly to their personal preferences. It is the face that everyone needs someone to share 

feeling and spending time together as their company. Kapur who is known as a writer about friendship and its 

moral values strongly believes that Friendsh

friends are the people who share the similar perception of living and sees value in one or another. Friendship 

exists in different forms and places in every society. It is the connection between people and there are two 

different types of friendship that we encountered. I believe that friendship is important to each individual in our 

ana

relevant one or not. Kapur believes that an end friendship is the best type friendship and within that end 

friendship, our friend is the priority and other people are not. On the other hand, Grunebaum thinks that Kapur 

should clarify more that why do we need to treat our friends that way and he objects that by giving our friends 

priority it might leads to act immorally to others who is not being fairly treated by us or we might not have as 

objection is effective.  

Discussion Questions: 

1. What strengths can you identify?  What is this student doing well, that you can build on? 

2. What would you work on with this student?  What questions might you ask?  What suggestions would you offer? 

3. Do you notice any patterns in language use? 

4. What other questions, concerns, or suggestions would you like to share in relation to working with 

Multilingual/ESL students? 

http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186131/original/Multiling_Support_Faculty.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186131/original/Multiling_Support_Faculty.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186131/original/Multiling_Support_Faculty.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186131/original/Multiling_Support_Faculty.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186211/original/Chronicle_Myths_ESL.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186211/original/Chronicle_Myths_ESL.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186221/original/PWT_ESLwkshop_09.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186221/original/PWT_ESLwkshop_09.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186221/original/PWT_ESLwkshop_09.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/resources/ctlr/teach
http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/resources/ctlr/media/view/186191/original/Reading_Handouts.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/resources/ctlr/media/view/186191/original/Reading_Handouts.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186191/original/acadrdg_strategies_3pp_ss.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/186191/original/acadrdg_strategies_3pp_ss.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/193901/original/academic_speaking_discussion.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/193901/original/academic_speaking_discussion.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/194441/original/Academic_Vocab_top60.pdf
http://www.middlebury.edu/media/view/194441/original/Academic_Vocab_top60.pdf

